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Throttle Stop
Models

TS-6 and T5-68
INSTALLATION

1) Remove the carburetor, gasket, and mounting studs.
2) lnstall four carb studs of an appropriate length to mount the throttle stop, carburetor, and any spacers / heat shields.
3) Install an open or four hole gasket on the intake, any spacers or heat shields, then the throtfle stop. The throtUe

stop can be mounted with the air cylinder on either the driver or passenger side of the motor. lf you decide to mount
the stop with the cylinder on the passenger side (adjustment hex facing the front of the car), test fit the carb by
gently setting the carb on the stop and checking for interference or clearance problems with the fuel lines,

4) Find a suitable location to mount the remote solenoid away from high heat (headers, heads, directly on intake, etc.)
and mpont it with the supplied hardware. The closer to the cylinder, the better. The shorter the air lines, the less
volume of CO2 the solenoid has to charge and purge to open and close the throttle stop. Four (4) feet of air line is
maximum with 6 inches to 1 foot being ideal. Both lines do not need to be the same length.

5) Plumb the air lines to the solenoid per the diagram on the reverse side by trimming to length and pushing the tubing
firmly into the the quick disconnect fittings and the needle valves. The tubing can be removed by pushing in the
locking ring and pulling on the tubing.

6) Gonnect one wire from each solenoid to a good chassis ground together;try to avoid grounding to aluminum and to
tin work. Connect the other wire from each solenoid to the output on your throttle stop controller together,lB gauge
wire is sufficient. On early Dedenbear timers the "N.O." terminal is used, on Model TSC-2A & TSC-4 controllers,
move-ths"outputl'switches down to "OFF-ON-OFF" mode, and if a Model L1,L2, CC1 or CC3 microprocessor style
unit isused change the throttle stop output to "LINKAGE/DISC STYLE".

7) Turn on your CO2 bottle to charge the lines, set the regulator to 60-80 psi line pressure, Check the system for leaks
by turning the bottle off and watching the line pressure. lf the pressure drops otf more than 5 psi in 10 min., check
all of your connections with soapy water for leaks. Turn the bottle back on.

8) Cycle the throttle stop timer by activating the transbrake. Visually watch the disc stop open and close to ensure it
movestreely and that the wiring and plumbing is complete and correct.

9) A four'{role gasket is recommended between the throttle stop and the carburetor, and any open spacers or gaskets
should be avoided between the carb and throttle stop.

10) Reinstall the carburetor, fuel lines, carb linkage and air pan / air cleaner.

OPERATION

1) The disc stop's closed throttle position is adjusted by holding the long hex adjustment nut with a 1/2" wrench,
breaking the locknut loose with a7116" wrench , and threading the adjustor hex in or out. BE VERY CAREFUL NOT
TO BEND THE SHAFT THAT THE ADJUSTMENT HEX RIDES ON. lf the shaft gets bent the throttle stop witt bind,
stick or jam up. Threading in (hex closer to the air cylinder) will increase the opening size (raising RPM while on the
stop) and threading out (away from the air cylinder) will decrease the opening size (lowering RPM while on the
stop). Make sure to tighten the locknut after adjustments.

?l The wide open throttle position is not adjustable. When the stop is not activated it is wide open.
3) For best adjustability of the needle valves, recommended air pressure from the regulator is 60-80 psi line pressure.
4) The air cylinder has two needle valve adjusters on it. (See diagram on back.) These are the adjustments for the

opening and closing rate of the air cylinder. Carefully turn both of these all the way in (clockwise) until they bottom
out, then slowly back them out about 3 to 4 turns. Opening the needle valves (counter-clockwise) increases the
speed of the air cylinder and closing (clockwise) slows the speed. Once the opening and closing rates are set, lock
the needle valves in position using the small locking rings.

NOTE: A Second Stage Kit is available for your T5-6 Disc Stop. This is a retrofit kit that will change this throttle stop into a dual
stage stop, allowing 2 different "closed" throttle positions, and with the addition of a second throttle stop controller will permit
progressive throttle closing and opening, i.e., launch wide open, 0.20 sec. close to 1/2 throttle, O.4O sec. close to 1/4 throttle.
2.00 sec. back to 1/2 throfile, 2.50 sec. back to wide open. PART # TSOSSK

CUSTOMER SERVICE & TECH. SUPPORT : (925)935-3025 Mon-Fri 8am-5pm PST
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AIR SOLENOID WIRING

Tie One Wire From Each
Solenoid Together And Wire
To Throttle Stop Controller

Tie One Wire From Each
Solenoid Together And Wire
To A Solid Chassis Ground

1/4" Quick Disconnect

Exhaust
Port
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Outlet Quick Disconnect Outlet

AIR SOLENOID PLUMBING From
Air Bottle

Adjuster locknut

Adjusment hex ----------+>.

5/32" Needle Valve
Controls Opening Rate

60 to 80 psi
Line Pressure

1/4" Needle Valve
Controls Closing Rate

Hex bolt is just a plug, not an *
adjustment. Optional second stage

kit is installed here if needed.

LIMITED 1 YEAR WARRANTY
Dedenbear Products components are warranted directly by Dedenbear Products against defective materials or workmanship
under normal use and service for a period of one (1) year after purchase. Dedenbear Products will repair or replace the defective
unit, al Dedenbear Products option, free of charge. This warranty does not cover any damage to the component caused by
abuse, mishandling, alteration, accident, electrical current fluctuations, failure to follow installation/operating instructions,
maintenance, storage and environmental conditions, asts of God, or repair attempts made by anyone other than Dedenbear
Products Authorized Service facility.
DEDENBEAR PRODUCTS SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR INJURY, CONSEQUENTIAL, OR OTHER ryPE DAMAGES
RESULTING FROM THE USE OF ITS PRODUCTS, OTHER THAN THE LIABILITY STATED ABOVE. This warranty is in lieu of
all other warranties of merchantability or fitness of use. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other
rights which vary from state to state.
FOR SERVICE on all Dedenbear Products, relurn directly to: DEDENBEAR PRODUCTS, lNC. . ATTN: REPA|RS . 1912 OAK
PARK BLVD. ' PLEASANT HILL, CA 94523. Please include a note describing the nature of the problem, a copy of your original
invoice, your name, return shipping address, and daytime & evening phone numbers where you can be reached.
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